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Solution

Benefits

Fully understanding the customer's requirements for future expansion, Hytera team and Nevada 

Elektronik, valuable partner of Hytera in Turkey, proposed turn-key of Hytera DMR trunking lite 

solution to Konya city council. 750 pieces of portable terminals PD78XG, 400 pieces of mobile 

terminals MD78XG and 15 DS-6211 trunking base stations are deployed in different departments of 

31 districts like government offices, firefighting bureaus, emergency medical services centers, and 

urban management offices etc., The first DMR trunking system deployed in Turkey made Konya 

province full of coverage and connected everywhere.

1. Regarding to the interconnection between officials (using telephone) and frontier staff (using  

     radios), Hytera DMR trunking system makes all terminals connected to the SIP telephone system in 

     the building.

2. Voice recording and replaying enable officials to track & monitor voice and data communication.

3. Automatic Vehicle Location function based on online/offline digital map locates terminals in real 

    time.

4. Dispatch workstation offers smart system communication management, which includes individual 

    call, group call and short message. Flexible Group patch and DGNA ensure emergency call for 

    different groups like firefighting and emergency medical departments easily dispatched, especially 

    in emergency situation.

5. Because of new antenna towers and solid plant rooms, a better coverage and clearer voice 

    communication could be ensured even under the harsh environment like Konya.

Hytera Communications Corp., Ltd. Hytera Communications Corp., Ltd.

Voice from Customer
“Mission critical communication was getting more important in parallel of fast development of Konya 

Province. Therefore we were supposed to take a critical decision to enhance our communication network 

and Hytera DMR Trunking system has offered a complete solution for us.”

“I would like to say that we have spent excellent times with Hytera engineers; we have worked as a 

team. I see that they are putting their whole being into this. I will never forget how they fighted against 

the heavy snowfall during installation.Now, we are more than rea dy for next missions, with all our 

public safety teams and we are happy with Hytera radios. Thanks.”

                                              —— Manager of communication system department, Konya municipality
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Background
Kahramanmaras is a province located in southern Turkey. With economic development and changing 

situation of this city, the Municipality of Kahramanmaras strongly felt the necessity of a unified 

communication system across the whole province. Hytera's DMR IP multi-site solution fulfilled their 

need of full-coverage Professional Mobile Radio network, a significant part of this system.

User
Municipality of Kahramanmaras, Turkey

Market segment
Government

Project time
2015

Products
Hytera Dispatch System
Hytera DMR IP Multi-site System
RD98X Repeater
PD78XG Portable Radio

In the past, some remote sites in Kahramanmaras suffered from the lack of city infrastructures. The 

lack of steady power transmission and network facilities severely affected the communication around 

these areas. As a result, faraway villages became unreachable.

Even in those regions with urban infrastructure and communication platform, separate networks 

made it extremely difficult to coordinate different departments in short time when emergency and 

important events happened. Therefore, Kahramanmaras council asked for a solution that could 

provide full signal coverage and stable interconnection all around the province.

Challenges

Unified Communication Safeguards Kahramanmaras
Hytera Offers DMR Solution to Kahramanmaras, Turkey

After repeated discussion with the customers, Hytera and Utel, a dealer of Hytera in Turkey, proposed 

DMR IP multi-site solution to Kahramanmaras government. Nine inter-connected base stations and 

hundreds of portable terminals PD78XG meet the customer's communications requirements. Turn-

key services, including the installation of solar power generators, microwave link as well as antenna 

towers, guarantee the smooth operation of this unified communication system for municipal offices, 

firefighting departments and urban administration.

SolutionRD98X
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Full-coverage

In order to solve the lack of power supply and link network, polar power generators and microwave 

links are deployed across Kahramanmaras. Together with Hytera DMR IP Multi-site solution, full-

coverage unified communication is achieved.

Reliable Terminal 

Compliant with IP 67 and MIL-STD-810C/D/E/F/G, Hytera DMR terminal PD78XG is able to work 

normally in changing climate and ensures satisfactory performance under harsh circumstance.

Efficient Dispatch

As regard to efficient coordination and control, Hytera Dispatch System makes dispatch easier 

through flexible dispatching calls and the real-time location of the users based on online Google map.

Telephone Interconnection

Regarding to some joint actions of various departments and different-level personnel, Hytera 

repeaters RD98X make it possible to interconnect the SIP telephone in the office and radio terminals 

across the province.

High Security Encryption

With the advanced encryption algorithm of Hytera DMR technology, Kahramanmaras municipality is 

reassured about the security of their communication.

Voice from Customer
“With the city's development, it is necessary to set up a communication platform between different 

departments. Utel and Hytera's products help us achieve our goal. We would like to extend our sincere 

appreciation to Utel. They are very hard-working, professional and the system is running very well. We 

are satisfied and this network, which really helps us a lot. Thank you.”

����������������������—— Manager of Information Technology Department, Municipality of Kahramanmaras

Benefits

Hytera Communications Corp., Ltd. Hytera Communications Corp., Ltd.
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First Health Care Complex Opened in Brazil
Hytera Supports Brazilian Emergency Medical Service in Sergipe

User
Sergipe Emergency Medical Service 192, Brazil

Market segment
Government

Project time
2014

Products
Hytera Dispatch System
RD98X Repeaters, 
MD78XG Mobile Radio
PD78XG Portable Radio 

PD78XG
MD78XG

RD98X

Hytera dispatch system

Background

Customer Demands

Brazilian emergency medical service is locally called SAMU ("Serviço de Atendimento Móvel de 
Urgência (Mobile Emergency Attendance Service)"). Pre-hospital emergency medical services uses a 
combination of basic ambulances staffed by technicians and advanced units with physicians on 
board. No universal phone number existes for emergency calls and the dispatch center physician 
determined whether the call merits an emergency transport or not. Still, significant delays in care can 
occur when patients are inappropriately triaged or when communication between the areas is 
inadequate. 

To improve the emergency mobile service, SAMU and the distribution of the 1,200 beds in 
emergency sector of public hospitals, a new Health Care Complex was put on the agenda in the 
Sergipe State Capital in 2014.

The State of Sergipe is the smallest state of the Brazilian Federation, located on the northeastern 
Atlantic coast of the country. 192 in Sergipe is the Emergency Phone Number for Medical Rescue, and 
it files to Government - Emergency Rescue - Medical services sector. The state's existing analog 
communication radio system lacks statewide coverage, and end users suffered a lot from its 
inconsistent service and the poor voice quality. New and better services, and also the needs to 
comply with new regulatory demands of ANATEL (Brazilian Telecommunications Agency) are of top 
priority to SAMU 192 Sergipe.
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